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So, let’s change?

SOS Hunger (SOS Faim) has started implementing the Strategy 2022 plan 
that it adopted at its General Assembly in 2016, which positions it as an 
“agent of change”. Calling yourself an “agent of change” is currently very 
fashionable amongst NGOs. But, what does the term actually mean?

Agents are for action; SOS Hunger wants to take real and effective action. 
However, not any old action. In its support for civil society organizations 
in Africa, SOS Hunger attaches particular importance to the dynamics of 
change. That is to say, it supports organizations that struggle on a daily 
basis for systemic change in the face of growing, unbearable economic, 
social and environmental inequalities. Our support for a new partner such 
as Alternative Espaces Citoyens in Niger, or for various farmers’ move-
ments or rural finance institutions (mostly mutualist) in all the countries 
in which we operate, underline this objective.

On the other hand, working for change also requires action here at home. 
Change here has a considerable impact on countries of the South. That’s 
the whole point of our campaign called Changeons de menu ! (Let’s change 
our menu!), which invites citizens to change their eating habits by switch-
ing to organic and local food. This is also why SOS Hunger has decided 
to become a member of citizen cooperatives such as Terra, Ouni and the 
House of Transition (Maison de la Transition - Mesa) in Esch-sur-Alzette.

Finally, as the primary causes of hunger and poverty are first and foremost 
political, in 2016, SOS Hunger continued its advocacy work for greater 
policy coherence for sustainable development, whether through the NGOs 
Federation (Cercle des ONG) or the Meng Landwirtschaft platform.

Being an agent of change is therefore much more than supporting local 
development dynamics in the countries of the South. It is a coherent set 
of activities both at home as well as abroad. It is a strong and united mem-
bership that adheres to SOS Hunger’s mission and actions (17 new mem-
bers have joined the NGO in the last two years). It is based on alliances 
with stakeholders who share our vision of the world and our values. It is 
the search for public and private funding, which is ethical and fits with our 
views. 

This trend will continue and intensify in the years to come. Our ambition 
is for SOS Hunger to become a true agent of change for more economic 
and social justice and for food sovereignty everywhere and for everyone: 
nothing more, nothing less.

Edito

Thierry Defense  
Director
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SOS Hunger’s 
Strategy 2022

Vision 
 
SOS Hunger aspires to a world 
without hunger, which is more 
equitable, more supportive and 
respectful of the environment, 
where all people can live with 
dignity, in peace and satisfying 
their basic needs.

Mission

SOS Hunger contributes to food sovereignty in 
the south and north by supporting sustainable 
family farming, raising awareness and mobilizing 
citizens and advocating for policy coherence for 
sustainable development. 

Values

Dignity, respect, equity, solidarity, autonomy  
and sustainability.

Positioning

Be an agent of social change.

Aim 1

Provide financial and non-financial 
support to agents of social change, 
primarily in rural areas, in Africa.

•	  Objective 1: contribute to the 
socio-economic development 
of rural stakeholders

•	  Objective 2: strengthen the 
democratic culture for social 
change at the grass roots level

•	  Objective 3: foster sustainable 
agricultural methods

Aim 2
 
Work in the North for systemic change in 
cooperation with other stakeholders

•	  Objective 1: raise awareness 
and mobilise citizens

•	  Objective 2: advocate for 
policy coherence

•	  Objective 3: support concrete citizen 
initiatives 

Axis of change 

•	  Expand our membership and 
energise organizational activity

•	 Review our organizational model
•	 Strengthen our alliances
•	 Raise our profile
•	 Capitalise on and share our experiences
•	 Review our business model
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SOS Hunger in figures

1.832.476,16 € 
in trAnSferS And 
for follow-up with 
pArtnerS

16 
follow-up 

miSSionS

491.257,48 € 
in fundS rAiSed thAnkS 
to 3.888 privAte donorS

20 pArtnerS in 6 AfricAn 
countrieS directly Affecting 

At leASt
 496.000 

agricultural 
producers 

And their fAmilieS

4 contracts 
with public donors (3 with 
luxembourg’s ministry 
of foreign and european 
Affaires – mAee - and 1 
with Switzerland’s Sdc)

more thAn 1.000 
different 

subscribers 
on SociAl networkS

39 members 
including 9 truSteeS 
And 10 StAff

more than 1.300 
people directly 
involved in our 
awareness-raising 
and mobilisation 
activities
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Support for 
partners

“Financial and non-financial support for social 
change agents in rural areas, in Africa”

Against a backdrop of  
growing insecurity and  
political systems in crisis:

While the number of African countries at war 
has declined drastically in recent decades, 
violence is still present in several parts of 
the continent. However, the form of violence 
has changed: in place of armed conflicts 
between states, there are atomized violent 
mobilizations, often linked to the development 
of movements that combine trafficking of all 
kinds and claims of territorial autonomy.

This unpleasant picture applies to the vast 
majority of the countries where SOS Hunger 
works: West Africa (Benin, Burkina Faso, Mali, 
Niger), Central Africa (Cameroon and the 
DRC) and East Africa (Ethiopia). In 2016, the 
security situation in the Sahel saw violence in 
Mali and Niger spreading and the appearance 
of unprecedented attacks in Burkina Faso, 
near the Malian border (jihadist movements). 
In Ethiopia, there was a new wave of massive 
demonstrations in the Oromo region: the 
inhabitants questioned the authoritarian and 
very centralizing policy of the regime and 
demanded more autonomy. This situation of 
tremendous insecurity is par for the course in 
the work SOS Hunger does and, primarily, its 
partners do. It greatly affects their working 
conditions, making successful actions all the 
more remarkable.

In the spotlight, in 2016:
Launch of Agri+

2016 marked the start of the new mandate 
given to SOS Hunger by Luxembourg’s 
Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs 
(MAEE). The mandate, called « Innovative 
Mechanism for Financing Family Farming in 
Mali and Burkina Faso - Agri+ », was officially 
inaugurated on 3rd March 2016, with the 
signing of the agreement between Mr 
Romain Schneider, Minister for Cooperation 
and Humanitarian Action and Mr Félix 
Buchler, President of SOS Hunger.

Agri+ is an initiative to address the lack of 
access to finance for family farms, which still 
represent the vast majority of stakeholders 
in the agricultural sector in West Africa. This 
scheme, which follows on from the FAIR 
(Rural Initiatives Support Fund) pilot pro-
gramme that was implemented in Mali from 
2009 to 2013, is designed to last for 7 years 
(2016 to 2022). Its budget is 7,96 million 
EUR (of which 7 million EUR is funded 100% 
by the MAEE via the mandate).

The scheme includes financing tools (a guar-
antee fund and a credit line) and a training 
and follow-up programme, the aim of which 
is to strengthen the skills and strategic  
positioning of stakeholders involved in  
agricultural financing.
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Agri+ was designed in close collaboration with the  
Cooperation Department of the MAEE and builds on 
the expertise developed by SOS Hunger and its  
partners in West Africa in the agricultural sector.

Pilot project launch in Niger 

The Agri+ training tool has been introduced in Niger 
under an SOS Hunger - Swiss Cooperation partnership 
(two-year pilot phase). This project is backed by the 
Government of Niger, which aims to develop access to 
agricultural credit for farmers through partnerships 
between its Investment Fund for Food and Nutritional 
Security (FISAN) and financial institutions from  
the country. 

Support for new partners

SOS Hunger established two new partnerships  
in 2016:

•	  In Ethiopia, with the microfinance institution 
BUUSAA GONOFAA (BG), with whom SOS 
Hunger had already partnered a few years 
ago. Founded in 1999, BG is a microfinance 
institution, which, unlike most other microfinance 
institutions in Ethiopia, works exclusively in 
rural areas. It provides vulnerable and isolated 
families with access to basic financial services. 
SOS Hunger supports BG in its efforts to increase 
its services in a professional and sustainable 
manner. This support will enable it to continue its 
deployment in rural areas, propose new services 
and strengthen its own management capacities. 

•	  In Niger, with the association ALTERNATIVE 
ESPACES CITOYENS (AEC). Founded in 
September 1994, AEC is an apolitical, non-profit 
organization whose mission is “to work for a 
society based on human and gender equality, 

to preserve the environment, to support young 
people, and to promote solidarity among 
peoples”. The organization works in the field 
of education for citizenship, notably through 
its radio station based in Niamey. The themes 
addressed by AEC include: promoting ethics and 
citizen control; advocating for the right to food; 
citizen participation in national and local budget 
processes; advocating for increased funding for the 
social sectors. The partnership with AEC concerns 
more specifically the Observatory on the Right  
to Food and Food Sovereignty, which they run. 
 
In 2016, AEC also carried out a study on a land 
grabbing project in the extreme east of Niger 
(Convoitises foncières dans le bassin du lac 
Tchad au Niger, Report by the Observatory on 
the Right to Food in Niger, December 2016).

Sharing experience

In 2016, several of SOS Hunger’s partners initiated or 
took part in consultations, exchanges and/or training, 
in the form of workshops, conferences and seminars. 
These events are important in that they contribute 
to making progress in addressing the problems that 
prevent improvements to living conditions and, on the 
other hand, they contribute to the strengthening of 
grass roots democracy. Among these meetings,  
two noteworthy ones are:

In Benin, the National Association of Professional 
Organizations of Ruminant Breeders (ANOPER)  
organized a consultation workshop to draft a Pastoral 
Code for Benin. ANOPER have been an SOS Hunger 
partner since 2011. Transhumant livestock breeding, 
which is still practised in West Africa, is not without 
its problems of competition over access to natural 
resources (water and pastures) against a backdrop 
of very large population growth in the subregion. 
Thus, in Benin, which is livestock country but also a 
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temporary host for pastoralists from the 
surrounding countries in search of pastures, 
conflicts between breeders and farmers are 
very frequent, and these can degenerate 
and sometimes lead to the killing of cattle 
or even of men. In order to limit this risk 
and to clarify the framework in which 
pastoralism is practiced, ANOPER took the 
initiative of launching a process to draft a 
Pastoral Code that would define the rules to 
be respected by transhumant breeders and 
by sedentary farmers.

In South Kivu region of the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo, SOS Hunger’s 
partners include, among others, an umbrella 
organization of farmers’ organizations 

(FOPAC) and an NGO (Friends of the Kivu) 
that provides support to small groups 
of farmers. These two partnerships are 
representative of a type of stakeholder in 
the DRC called “Farmers’ Organizations” and 
“Support Organizations“, respectively. While 
the former are set up by farmers themselves, 
the latter provide technical and financial 
support to small farmers, who are less well 
organized. The purpose of the workshop held 
in October, which SOS Hunger participated 
in, was to involve these two categories of 
stakeholder, who often do not know each 
other well, rarely collaborate and compete for 
access to external financial resources.
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Citizen mobilization 
and advocacy

“Working here for systemic change in cooperation 
with other stakeholders”
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Awareness-raising and  
citizen mobilization:

In keeping with its strategy, SOS Hunger has embarked 
on a process of evolving its activities. Teaching activities 
about the fight against hunger are now deployed in a 
more active way and do not simply stop at denunciation: 
while avoiding placing blame, it is a matter of 
convincing the public that everyone has a role to play 
in transforming North/South relationships and the 
inequalities that underlie them.

Our food choices are not without consequences for 
the populations of the South and for the environment. 
Estimates are that about a quarter of a Luxembourger’s 
ecological footprint results from its eating habits. SOS 
Hunger therefore decided to focus public awareness 
on this theme and developed a citizen campaign 
entitled Let’s change our menu! (Changeons de 
menu !) Launched in 2015, the campaign has two main 
objectives:

•	  to make citizens and decision-makers aware 
of the causes of food insecurity and the 
solutions with which to eradicate it;

•	  to engender behaviour change: responsible 
consumption and policy coherence.

SOS Hunger now promotes a key message: “Our 
individual behaviours have global consequences”. By 
adopting easy to implement changes, Luxembourg’s 
consumers can address inequalities.

Some well-established activities were maintained: 
monthly articles in Le Quotidien newspaper, events at 
the AfrikaFest in Esch-sur-Alzette, screenings with de-
bates at the Cinéma du Sud festival; stands at the Third 
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World Markets in Dudelange and Beckerich, a 
special dossier on Africa in partnership with 
ASTM (Action Solidarité Tiers Monde) in its 
monthly magazine Brennpunkt Drëtt Welt. 
SOS Hunger also innovated in 2016 with: 

•	  “the gesture of the month”: shared 
on social networks, which consists of 
discussing a food habit that everyone 
can act on to reduce their footprint;

•	  practical workshops on packaging and 
label reading and waste-free cooking; 

•	  the creation of an interactive map to 
identify responsible food actors in the 
country: the result of several months 
of research, this map aims to offer 
consumers a practical tool to help 
them change their food purchasing and 
consumption habits. No fewer than 80 
initiatives have been identified so far;

•	  the launch of an alternative market, 
Den alternativen Liewensmettelmaart 
(The alternative Food market), 

organized on 16th June 2016): 200 
people came to this first event to 
taste, buy and exchange views at the 
stands of fifteen environmentally-
responsible local farmers;

•	  the production of a kit for teachers 
entitled “the solution on our plates” 
in collaboration with ASTM’s Third 
World Information Center (Centre 
d’Information Tiers Monde - CITIM);

•	  the design and the opening to 
the public of a mobile exhibition 
that explains “10 gestures to 
reduce one’s food footprint”, 
accompanied by a guide booklet;

•	  the organization, together with  
other NGOs, of a gourmet and  
environmentally-responsible walk. 
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From awareness-raising to advocacy

The public’s awareness that the manner in which it 
consumes has an impact both locally and globally, 
should lead to a change in behaviour. If awareness 
spreads this may constitute a demand that citizens make 
of their political decision-makers. Thus, development 
education work supports civil society’s advocacy work. 

SOS Hunger’s advocacy work is essentially carried 
out through a network, within the framework of the 
Political Forum group of the NGOs Federation (Cercle 
des ONG), which coordinates the publication entitled, 
Fair Politics. SOS Hunger has also participated in a 
number of interdepartmental development committees 
(bringing together senior government officials and 
advising the government on policy coherence) on two 
themes addressed in 2016: investment funds and the 
Common Agricultural Policy.

With the support of the Meng Landwirtschaft collective, 
SOS Hunger coordinated a citizens’ gathering during 
the SOCFIN General Assembly to ask shareholders 
to pressure the company’s management to stop land-
grabbing and respect human rights in developing 
countries.

Finally, SOS Hunger co-organized a round table with 
ASTM entitled “Doing better with less - agroecology, 
why is it stuck when it works?”, which a hundred people 
attended.
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Finances

Fundraising:

In 2016, we raised € 491.257,48 compared with 
€ 548.854,64 a year earlier. In 2015, we had received 
exceptional support in the order of € 32,782.15 from 
Maacher Lycée’s (a secondary school) Charity Cross. 
The 2016 total was given through 8.928 donations 
by 3.888 donors almost all residents of Luxembourg 
(99%).

Among our institutional donors, first and foremost, 
we would like to thank the Luxembourg Ministry 
of Foreign and European Affairs (Directorate of 
Cooperation and Humanitarian Action) for its 
substantial support to accredited NGOs, including SOS 
Hunger. Furthermore, in 2016, SOS Hunger signed 
a co-financing agreement with the Swiss Agency for 
Development and Cooperation for a programme in 
Niger.

Lastly, we would like to thank the communes, 
companies and associations that supported us in 
2016: the communes of Beckerich, Berdorf, Boevange-
sur-Attert, Colmar-Berg, Esch-sur-Alzette, Lintgen, 
Mersch, Remich, Schuttrange, Steinfort, Steinsel and 
Wiltz ; Banque Raiffeisen and Banque de Luxembourg; 
Lycée Michel Rodange, the Congrégation des Sœurs 
du Pauvre Enfant Jésus and the Congrégation des 
Soeurs de Sainte-Elisabeth, Les Amis Dos Loriguenses, 
Annapurna, Diddeléng Hëlleft, Les Anciens Ateliers 
Haagen Hary Radiateurs, Ata Pharma, L’Atelier 
Architecture Beng Associés, Au Fil du Temps, Auto-
Ecole Nicolas, Basic Garten, Burton, Cabinet Medical 
Dr. Assassi, Café Beim Zita, Carlita, Casa Nova 
Contemporain, Chauffage-Sanitaire Claude Schreiber, 
Confédération Générale de la Fonction Publique, 
Constellation Brands Europe Trading, C-Time, De 
Buedemleer, Digicash Payment, E.P.D. Marc Bertholet 
& Fils, Electricité Georges, Wintersdorff, Evangelische 
Gemeinde deutscher Sprache in Luxemburg, Fiduciaire 
J. Dostert, Fleurs Arthur et André Wust, Roche 
Bobois, Galerie Saint-Michel, Garage Intini, Hokay, 
Il Piccolo Mondo, ILRES, Immobilière Macedo, 
Jardins de Portugal II, Jecolux, La Source, Lazzara 
Constructions, LD Coiffure, Lux Glamour, Luxconnect, 
May Iris, Meditec, Mobilier Bonn, Les Pharmacies 
du Lion, Henri Masy et Sinner Léa, Les Producteurs 
Luxembourgeois de Semences, Project Management, 
Rullem, Salon Isabel Coiffure, Salon Julie By Amela, 
Schroeder & Associés, Yang Ming.

The accounts of SOS Hunger, maintained in accordance with the 

law on a.s.b.l.’s, are:

•	  Audited and certified by GSL Révision sàrl;

•	  Approved by the General Assembly of 17th June, 2017;

•	  Controlled, as regards public funding, by the Ministry of 

Foreign and European Affairs (Directorate of Cooperation);

•	  Deposited with the Luxembourg Register of Commerce and 

Companies (No. F 554).sociétés du Luxembourg (n° F 554).
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Support to partners
2.226.959,27 €

Administration 
314.671,65 €

Fundraising
84.193,36 €

Information-advocacy
167.419,07 €

Total
2.793.243,35 €

80%

11%

3%

6%

Income statement

Administration 
204.269,61 €

Fundraising
491.257,48 €

Information-advocacy
140.094,88 €

Support to partners
1.971.812,45 €

Total
2.807.434,42 €

7%

18%

5%

70%

REVENUES 

ExPENSES

Receivables
227.672,45 €

Fixed assets
658.873,62 €

Adjustments
14.267,03 €

Cash
1.716.413,33 €

Own funds
2.014.570,23 €

Dedicated funds
390.985,10 €

Debts
193.574,23 €

Provisions
18.096,87 €

Total
2.617.226,43 €

Total
2.617.226,43 €

9%

25%

1%

66%

77%

15%

7%

1%

Balance sheet

ASSETS

LIABILITIES

Net income: 14.191,07 €



Organization dynamics

Honorary President: KIEFFER-KINSCH Monique

Members in 2017 (in bold, members of the Board): ADAMS Frank, BINSFELD Marc, BOVY Léonard, 
BRAAS Diane, BUCHLER Félix (President), CECCHETTI Myriam, CLAUDY Grégory, CONTRERAS 
Anne, DEPIESSE Céline, DIAW N’DOYE OOSTERHAVEN Bineta (Secretary), DIDERICH Gary, 
DE MUYSER Guy, DE SCHUTTER Olivier, FEYDER Jean, EVENEPOEL Dirk, FABER Véronique, 
FISCHBACH Marie-Paule, FOX Katy, GREGOIRE Marie-Christine (Vice-President), HIEZ David, 
KAYSER Christiane, KOLB Chloé, KUGENER Erik, LAVILLUNIERE Eric, LECUIT Gérard, MAMOUDOU 
Hassane, MARGUE Nicolas, MEES Marc, MORISSET Benoît (Treasurer), NJONGA Bernard, 
NIYONKURU Deogratias, OBERWEIS-TSHINZA Nathalie, REILAND Roland, SCHNEIDER Norry, SOS 
HUNGER – SOS HUNGER (Belgium), SOULE Bio Goura, WAHLMAN Joakim, WEBER Raymond.

Staff

In Luxembourg:

BENNEGOUCH Nedjma (Head of Partner Support), 
DEFENSE Thierry (Director), EHLINGER-SEDEJ Aude 
(Partner Support, until Sept. 2016), EL KHADER 
Leila (Information and fundraising)*, HAVARD Cécile 
(Information and fundraising)**, LEFEBVRE Marine 
(Head of Information), LEGAC François (Partner 
Support), MEYER Fanélie (Partner Support), RAJCHEL 
Stéphanie (Human Resources and Administration), 
THILL Laurence (Communication and Development 
Education), VAUTIER-CORREDERA PEREZ Laetitia 
(Finance). As at December 31, 2016, the team 
consisted of the equivalent of 8,1 full-time staff.

In Burkina Faso:

SAWADOGO Alimata (Representative for SOS 
Hunger), SOMDA Yves (Accountant), TEGUERRA 
Boubakar (Agri+ Financial Tools Officer), GUENGUERE 
Victor (Agri+ Training Officer), BASSANE Lacina and 
ISSAKA (Drivers).

In Mali:

MALET-COULIBALY Safiatou (Representative for SOS 
Hunger), TOUNKARA Silamakan (Agri+ Financial 
Tools Officer), KONARE N’Tji (Agri+ Training Officer), 
SOW Hawa (Accountant), DIARRA Amadou and 
BATHILY Fodiè (Drivers).

 

In Niger:

Consultant: MAHAMADOU Nouhou, Agricultural 
Finance Training Officer on the SDC programme 
(Switzerland).

Institutional and financial investments:

SOS Hunger is a member of the Cercle des ONG  
(and a Board member), Fairtrade Lëtzebuerg, Don  
en Confiance, InFiNe.lu, e-MFP, SOS Hunger -  
SOS Hunger (Belgium) and Inter-Réseaux (France).  
SOS Hunger also cooperates with Terra, Ouni, Mesa 
and Alterfin (Belgium), and is a shareholder of the 
Luxembourg Microfinance Development Fund  
(LMDF) and SIDI (France).

Contact information:
17-19, avenue de la Libération
L-3850 Schifflange
T (+352) 49 09 96
info-luxembourg@sosfaim.org

Branch office in Burkina Faso:  
01 BP 1346 Ouagadougou 01  
T (+226) 25 43 28 28

Branch office Mali:  
BP E 29 96 Bamako  
T (+223) 20 28 16 04

www.sosfaim.lu
www.changeonsdemenu.lu
www.agriplus.lu
sosfaim.wordpress.com

 SOS-Faim-Luxembourg

*  Replaced REHAMNIA Dalila, on maternity 

and parental leave

**  has partially replaced LEFEBVRE Marine,  

on part-time parental leave

mailto:info-luxembourg@sosfaim.org
http://www.sosfaim.lu
http://www.changeonsdemenu.lu
http://www.agriplus.lu
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17-19, avenue de la Libération 

L-3850 Schiffl  ange

T  : +352 49 09 96

info-luxembourg@sosfaim.org 

www.sosfaim.lu

www.changeonsdemenu.lu Ph
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